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References Category:Film archives Category:University of AntwerpArmchair quarterback Rakesh. With a passion for pictures and a daunting love for statistics, Rakesh has an insatiable need to analyze all things cricket related. A sports enthusiast, music lover,
theater buff, and a certified bibliophile, Rakesh has featured in ESPN and Zigayat. It’s quite apt that Rakesh covers the most happening game of Kolkata, the IPL. Rakesh is the co-owner and co-chief editor at CricketBeyondBounds. EK Mogammed Younis is one

of the few South Asian cricketers to achieve a Test match first-class century and an ODI hundred. He is remembered for his penetrating edge and his powerful straight hitting. In his early days, EK Mogammed Younis fell in love with the game of cricket. He is one
of the top wicket-takers in the history of first-class cricket. His […] It was a thrilling encounter, one where it was the boys who played the spoiler, the only ‘wicket’ coming when the ‘game’ was over with the ball. South Africa India have lived up to the hype and
created a formidable team with the best of talent. Super Seamers, Super Spinners, Super Fastbowlers and SuperBowlers – all […] When Pakistan’s famous cricket warrior, Wasim Akram takes on the Indian team, it is a big deal. His words carry weight and the
same is true when the ‘Guru of Spin’ is in action against the Indians. Against the Indians, Akram has been easy to score against. The ground had a magical feeling to it. A place where legendary cricketer-turned-manager Mohinder Amarnath once made all the

difference, where a young A.R. Rahman would lock horns with Sachin Tendulkar, where Mohammad Azharuddin would put up a grand stand along with Michael Holding, where an Indian cricket legend, Manoj Prabhakar would stand on the other […] Dinesh
Karthik’s record in international cricket shows that his bowling is for everybody to see. One of India’s best opening bowlers in recent times, Karthik can always add flavour to the attack with his swing and he can also be trusted to reverse the field. His stint as an
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